Public Engagement E-Monthly

This monthly Enews highlights new and relevant public engagement resources and events for local elected officials and staff.

Webinar – Meeting and Exceeding LCFF Public Engagement Requirements

Is your community working towards implementing the new Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) requirements? On October 7th, ILG is hosting a webinar that will discuss public engagement designs from the first year of LCFF implementation, and offer tips on how to better engage parents and community members moving forward. Click here for more information and to register.

Engagement Strategies for California’s Local Control Funding Formula

As local agencies evaluate the first “learning year” of developing and approving district Local Control Accountability Plans (LCAPs), staff and community members have an opportunity to examine what went well and what more can be achieved. This resource outlines challenges of public engagement, stakeholders that need to be involved and public engagement strategies and approaches to consider.

Congratulations to the CSAC Challenge Award Winners!
The winners of the CSAC Challenge Awards were announced last week! Humboldt County received the award for its interactive Multi-Site Community Meeting that involved the community on budget process and launched their Open Humboldt. Nevada County was also recognized for their Collaborative Technology Center which formed a partnership of among county agencies, schools and non-profits to allow the library to upgrade access to quality computers, the internet and new technologies accessible to all community members. Click here for a list of all the winning counties!
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Public Engagement Signposts – September 2014

This regular feature of ILG’s Public Engagement E-News offers useful information and resources about public engagement practices, innovations and ideas from sources in California and elsewhere.
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Support the Institute

Help support the work of the Institute! ILG relies on the generosity of individuals, organizations and businesses in order to continue to promote good government at the local level and remain at the forefront of public engagement issues in California. Help us continue to do this work by making a tax-deductible donation today! The easiest way to donate is online by clicking the donate button on the homepage, or you can contact ILG at 916-658-8208 or by email.
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